The purpose of this paper is to announce some results on homeomorphism groups of 3-manifolds. These results together with the Smale conjecture (a proof of which has recently been announced by A. Hatcher) essentially reduce the computation of the homotopy type of the homeomorphism group of a 3-manifold to an analysis of a certain associated configuration space (see §2) and the homotopy types of the homeomorphism groups of the prime factors. For a prime 3-manifold, this homotopy type is known (a) if the manifold is P 2 -irreducible and sufficiently large [2], (b) for S 1 x S 2 and S l xS 2 (see §3).
Preliminaries. Let M be a compact 3-manifold (possibly with boundary)
and let H (M) denote the group of PL homeomorphisms of M fixed on 9M. This group has the same homotopy type as the (topological) homeomorphism group of M (fixed on dM) and also, assuming the Smale conjecture, as the diffeomorphism group of M.
Let H {M t D) C H(M) denote the subgroup of homeomorphisms which are in addition fixed on a standard 3-disc D in int M. We remind you that there is a fib ration: 
Here XjSlPL 3 denotes the product of ƒ copies of the loop space on PL 2 and f2C is the loop space on an associated configuration space C defined roughly as follows: a point of C corresponds to a presentation of M as a connected sum or to a presentation of a 3-manifold with the same prime factors as M. More precisely, each factor of M is supposed parallelised (or the orientation double cover is parallelised for the non-orientable factors); this allows us to speak of standard discs of either orientation at any point of M We start with S 3 = £>L V D\ and choose a number of points p t 9 . . . , p f9 1 < n 9 and unordered pairs of points q v r %9 . , ., q s9 r s , s < ƒ, all distinct lying in int D\. Let D = D\ At each point standard disjoint discs are chosen and a selection of prime factors P t ,.,,, P t are glued in at p %9 . , . , p t using the chosen discs. The discs corresponding to q i9 r t are cut out and the boundaries glued together to form s handles, which may be twisted. In the resulting manifold more points p t + t >. . . 9 p u >u <n 9 and pairs q s + %9 r s + i9 . .., q v > r v9 v < ƒ, are chosen and the process is repeated using factors of M not used at the first stage. The process stops when all the factors of M have been used. This set of choices is a point of C and identifications are made corresponding to making the choices in a different order and to the possibility of two or more of the P t being the same and so on. A point of C thus gives a 3-manifold which may be homeomorphic to M (i.e. if all the orientations were correct in the case when M is orientable). The identifications can be summarised by saying that two points are identified if the resulting connected sum decompositions are the same (in other words the same or isomorphic factors are glued in the same places). The base point of C is determined by the given decomposition of M Information on n x (C) = TT Q (QC) will be given in §5.
3. The case M-S l x^ S 2 . In this case C has the homotopy type of the real projective plane P 2 and we deduce: "n t M is the group of automorphisms which respect the orientation homomorphism. For P t orientable Auf^Pj & n 0 SH(P i9 x Q ) [2] where SH(P i9 x Q ) is the subgroup of the orientation preserving homeomorphisms fixed on a point x 0 in int P { . 5. Application to the automorphism group. We now describe certain specific automorphisms of Af,
(1) PERMUTATIONS. Choose two factors P ( and Pf which are homeomorphic. SUde these factors inside D\ without meeting the other factors to interchange them. This corresponds to a loop in C which interchanges the corresponding points p t , pj. There are similar "permutations" using two handles or two ends of the same handle.
(2) SLIDES. Choose a factor P i9 say, and a loop in M with P t and D removed. Slide P t around this loop. This corresponds to the loop in C in which
